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Abstract: The last few years, the scientific field of optical wireless communications (OWC) has
witnessed tremendous progress, as reflected in the continuous emergence of new successful high
data rate services and variable sophisticated applications. One such development of vital research
importance and interest is the employment of high speed, robust, and energy-effective transdermal
optical wireless (TOW) links for telemetry with implantable medical devices (IMDs) that also have
made considerable progress lately for a variety of medical applications, mainly including neural
recording and prostheses. However, the outage performance of such TOW links is significantly
degraded due to the strong attenuation that affects the propagating information-bearing optical signal
through the skin, along with random misalignments between transmitter and receiver terminals,
commonly known as pointing error effect. In order to anticipate this, in this work we introduce a SIMO
TOW reception diversity system that employs either OOK or more power-effective L-PPM schemes.
Taking into account the joint impact of skin-induced attenuation and non-zero boresight pointing errors,
modeled through the suitable Beckmann distribution, novel closed-form mathematical expressions
for the average BER of the total TOW system are derived. Thus, the possibility of enhancing the
TOW availability by using reception diversity configurations along with the appropriate modulation
format is investigated. Finally, the corresponding numerical results are presented using the new
derived theoretical outcomes.
Keywords: optical wireless communications (OWC); transdermal optical wireless (TOW) links;
implantable medical devices (IMDs); skin-induced attenuation; non-zero boresight (NZB) pointing
errors; single input–multiple output (SIMO) system; average bit error rate (ABER)

1. Introduction
Over the last few years, the growing increase in traffic carried by emerging telecommunication
network applications, which require higher data rates, higher security levels, along with lower power
consumption and cost, has triggered remarkable scientific interest in the transition from the increasingly
crowed radio frequency (RF) spectrum to the more bandwidth-effective optical spectrum, where OWC,
commonly known as Free Space Optical (FSO) communications, have attracted particular attention
lately for a variety of applications in both medical and telecommunication fields [1,2]. In basic
terms, this kind of technology uses an optical information-bearing carrier—i.e., visible, infrared,
ultra-violet—which is propagated through the unguided transmission mediums such as atmosphere,
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space, seawater, or skin, in order to transmit the information signal from one end to another. Indeed,
FSO links use either Lasers or LEDs (light emitting diodes) at the transmitter’s side and photo-detectors
at the receiver, in order to detect the propagating optical beam. In fact, by modulating the intensity
and/or the phase of light waves traversing atmosphere, space, seawater, or even biological tissues,
the FSO links can reliably transmit huge amounts of data. FSO systems have concrete advantages in
comparison with their RF counterparts, mainly due to their operation at optical wavelengths. In fact,
by increasing the carrier frequency from RF to that of optical waves, the information capacity is
increased by many orders of magnitude. Thus, FSO can establish ultra-high bit rate wireless links.
Furthermore, FSO systems can offer higher security level because of the very narrow laser beam that
carries the information, which makes undetected interception difficult. Additionally, considering
that FSO terminals are more compact and less heavy, FSO systems can be installed rapidly with
low installation and operational cost. Moreover, they operate with lower power consumption in
the unlicensed optical spectrum, while they are practically immune to multi-path dispersion and
electromagnetic interference (EMI) [3–13].
By focusing on medical applications with IMDs that have made also notable advances lately in
commercial and research field, FSO, in terms of TOW, is a prime candidate for effective high bandwidth
transdermal communication, such as recording signals from in-body devices and actuating these
devices from extra-body signals [14–17]. Nowadays, the common modalities used for transcutaneous
communication are based on RF, acoustic wave, conductive, or electrical induction [9], and therefore,
this kind of communication is realized by various conventional methods such as percutaneous
wires, ultrasound or ultra-wide band (UWB) technology. Among them, percutaneous wires have a
larger bandwidth and lower power consumption but physically traversing human skin increases the
possibility of infection. Alternatively, an ultrasonic acoustic link has been used as a means of telemetry
for cochlear implants, but utilizes piezoelectric materials that are not ideal for an IMD, due to high
driving voltages [18]. On the other hand, wireless RF, which is a mature technology, is currently
used in most implantable systems [19]. Indeed, RF telemetry has been used for diverse applications,
including neuromuscular stimulators [17], commercial implantable cardioverter defibrillators and
commercial cochlear implants for many years, while also neural microelectrode recording systems
with integrated RF systems are being developed [20–22]. Current transdermal RF systems have
been shown to achieve data rates up to several Mbps [20]. However, although a high-speed RF
has been recently reported as being capable of transmitting data at 24 Mbps [23], it still requires
a large amount of power consumption, ca. 30 mW. Additionally, transdermal RF systems cannot
usually cover a sufficient bandwidth, since RF bandwidth is highly regulated. Indeed, the only
available RF bands that could be used for high capacity wireless links are increasingly crowded,
because of commonly used protocols and applications such as 802.11, Bluetooth, and others. Moreover,
RF transdermal links are highly vulnerable to EMI, and thus, susceptible to interference from other RF
emitters and devices. It becomes now evident that exploiting the above-mentioned distinct advantages
of FSO communication, TOW technology is a very promising alternative to all these conventional
methods. Indeed, considering mainly the high data rates they provide (above 20 Mbps rate which
is the threshold to satisfy anticipated needs [24], especially with regard to neural recording [25–27]),
their extremely high immunity to external interference along with their operation with low power
consumption (of the 10 mW target [24]), TOW transmissions can meet easily the essential requirements
of transdermal high-data-rate communication, including wireless operation, i.e., no wires traversing
skin that could increase the possibility of infection and discomfort, high noise immunity to ensure
operational independence of the ambient environment and operation with low-power consumption for
the internal device to extend the longevity of the implant [14], which sometimes is strongly associated
with patient’s longevity.
However, the widespread deployment of TOW technology is significantly hampered by several
performance-degrading factors that mainly arise from the variable characteristics and the nature
of the skin as a transmission medium. Skin is a complex, multilayer, highly anisotropic biological
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entity—composed mainly of dermis, epidermis, and hypodermis—which entail many and different
structural components such as cells, corpuscles, blood vessels, nerve endings, glands, muscles,
and hair follicles. Consequently, light incident on skin is reflected, scattered, and absorbed by all its
structural constituents that depend strongly on variable conditions and characteristics such as skin’s
thickness, tissues’ heterogeneities, as well as different topology, region, race, gender, and race [28].
This leads to an important skin-induced loss in optical signal power, and hence, to a spatially
broadened power distribution at the receiver, alike [29]. Specifically, photon absorption arise primarily
from water content or hemoglobin and melanin, and can be minimized within the so-called skin’s
‘optical window’, i.e., with radiation at wavelengths between 600 nm and 1300 nm, while scattering,
which is usually the most dominant process, happens mostly into the direction of photon travel,
and thus, a highly forward-directed scattering occurs [30]. Due to the strong scattering induced by thick
tissue, photons arrive in a very anisotropic pattern at the receiver and the power distribution is widely
broadened, and as a result, a large photodiode should be used to collect the scattered photons [29].
However, larger size photodiodes not only lead to a limited bandwidth, and thus, to a lower link
speed but also generate a greater input-referred noise [9,29,31]. Additionally, many commercially
available emitters and photodiodes are optimized for operation in skin’s ‘optical window’ range, as is
the same wavelength range used for many fiber optics or free-air applications [32]. Nevertheless,
this skin-induced attenuation described above remains a major concern in TOW communication since
even for the highest tissue transmittance, i.e., for wavelengths between 800 nm and 1300 nm, only 10%
to 30% of incident optical power is transmitted through skin of typical thickness, i.e., 2 mm to 6 mm,
when the emitter and the detector are aligned [33–35]. Considering also the pointing errors due to
unavoidable misalignments between transmitter and receiver terminals that is also an effect of primary
concern in TOW communication, as well as in the wider FSO communication, the performance and
availability of TOW transmissions is further degraded [2,4,7,36–39].
In view of the above improving communication with IMDs still remains a critical research issue due
to the limitations including power loss, misalignment-induced fading, and the simultaneous need for
very high data rates [40]. Thus, several works have been published by different research organizations
around the world concerning optical transdermal transmission of data. In short, the feasibility of
establishing TOW links has been experimentally verified in [14,28,29,31]. Specifically, in [28], it has
been shown that FSO is an attractive solution in medical applications, in terms of TOW communication,
because of its low power consumption that is of order of µW or below 10 mw for very high data
rates contrary to that of some tens of mW that their current RF counterparts require. Next, in [14] the
concept of a “Medical Spectral Window”, commonly known as skin’s’optical window’ mentioned
above, has been experimentally proven. Within this wavelength region, optical radiation is least
attenuated traversing human skin, and therefore, the propagating light experiences its maximum depth
of penetration, penetrating into tissue as much as several centimeters [14,30,32,33,35]. Additionally,
by using a vertical cavity surface emitting laser (VCSEL) with 850 nm wavelength very effective TOW
experimental links have been reported in [19,29,35]. More precisely, in [35], data rates up to 16 Mbps
have been achieved through a skin thickness of 4 mm with a bit error rate (BER) of order of 10−9
and misalignment between transmitter and receiver terminals of 2 mm, while consuming a power
of 10 mW. In [19], a TOW link capable of transmitting data at 50 Mbps through sufficiently thick
tissue, i.e., 2–6 mm, with a BER below 1 × 10−5 and power consumption as low as 1.1 mW to 6.4 mW
respectively, considering 2 mm misalignment between terminals, while in [29] in vivo tests performed
on an anesthetized sheep demonstrated transmitting data at 100 Mbps with a BER below 2 × 10−7 ,
consuming only 2.1 mW of electrical power. With regard to pointing errors, in the majority of works
concerning TOW communications, this effect has been either considered as a negligible one or it has
been described by deterministic models, which are less suitable for the description of such random
misalignment-induced irradiance fades [14,19,29,31].
Recently, in [36–38], the authors considered the stochastic nature of a TOW link and derived
closed-form expressions for the average signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR) and its outage performance,
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in terms of outage probability metric. In basic terms, they demonstrated that pointing errors can
degrade the TOW performance by more than 10%. However, in the latter works, the stochastic nature
of misalignment due to the relative motion between the transmitter and the receiver terminals is
modeled by the commonly used model that has been proposed in [7] for outdoor FSO communication
links, which takes into account the jitter but ignores the non-zero boresight displacement. Indeed,
pointing errors consist of two components, i.e., boresight and jitter. The former is the fixed displacement
between the beam and the detector center, while the latter is the random offset of the beam center
at detector plane [41]. Thus, we should use a more generalized and practical pointing error model,
commonly known as nonzero boresight (NZB) pointing error model, where apart from the effect of
beam width, detector size, and different jitters for the elevation and horizontal displacement, the effects
of NZB errors are also taken into consideration [42]. For the sake of clarity, this boresight displacement
must be necessarily always considered at the receiver side when more than one detector aperture is
employed, since each laser can be strictly aligned with only one receive aperture. Hence, there is an
inherent boresight displacement that depends on the spacing among receiver detectors, due to the
different distances from the specific detector aperture that determines the alignment point [41].
Nevertheless, NZB pointing errors had never been examined in TOW literature, just as no
method had been proposed in order to enhance the TOW outage performance and availability.
Only, very recently, authors demonstrated for the first time, in [39], that a diversity method—i.e.,
in space, in time, or in wavelength—is an effective technique to enhance the outage performance
of a typical TOW in terms of outage probability metric, by considering the joint impact of both
attenuation-induced fading and misalignment-induced fading with NZB, modeled by the accurate
Beckmann distribution [3,41–46]. In basic terms, diversity refers to the consideration of multiple
copies of the propagated signals in an attempt to overcome a poor transmission media state so as
to reinforce the communication link’s availability and robustness. Diversity can be realized either
in space, in time or in wavelength [3,4,47–51]. Considering spatial diversity [47,50], an FSO system
employs multiple transmitters and/or receivers at different places that transmit and receive copies
from the same information-bearing signal, resulting in an enhanced error performance. Through time
diversity [49,52,53], an FSO system employs a single transmitter-receiver pair, but the signal is
retransmitted at different time slots. Finally, assuming wavelength diversity [49,54], an FSO system
uses a composite transmitter, and thus, copies of the same signal are transmitted at the same time at
different wavelengths towards a number of receivers [51].
It becomes clear that via diversity an initial single input-single output (SISO) FSO link
is transformed into a more performance effective, by means of error rate and availability,
single input-multiple output (SIMO), multiple input-single output (MISO), or multiple input-multiple
output (MIMO) FSO system. Additionally, to the best of the authors’ knowledge, in previous
works related to TOW communication, only the simplest, but not always efficient enough,
intensity modulation/direct detection (IM/DD) with on-off keying (OOK) modulation formats have
been investigated. Although OOK is the most widely used modulation scheme in FSO area mainly
due to its simplicity, when it is operating under fading conditions the detector threshold must be
estimated and adopted by appropriate means, according to the variable channel states. This drawback
can be circumvented via Pulse Position Modulation (PPM), which outperforms OOK in power
efficiency [3,55–57]. The latter happens at the expense of higher complexity and lower spectral
efficiency, which is however, of minor importance considering the huge, in any case, available optical
modulation bandwidth. Moreover, to the best of our knowledge, TOW links have been evaluated
only in terms of instantaneous BER, when the reality is that the average bit error rate (ABER) metric is
recommended in order to be able to draw meaningful conclusions for their reliability.
Motivated by these facts, a key novelty in this work is the estimation of the ABER performance of
a SIMO TOW system that may employ apart from OOK, L-PPM modulation format alike, under the
joint impact of skin-induced attenuation and pointing errors with non-zero boresight. It should be
highlighted here that in previous published works concerning FSO, receiver’s diversity in terms of
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SIMO configurations have been used in order to enhance the performance of a terrestrial, outdoor FSO
communication link, and thus, random atmospheric channel’s impairments have been addressed,
such as atmospheric turbulence-induced signal’s fading [2,4,46], while in [2] L-PPM signaling technique
has been proposed in order to achieve further such performance enhancements. However, for a TOW
link which is investigated in this work, there is an essential difference concerning the nature of the
transmission medium. In this work, the transmission medium is biological tissue instead of atmosphere.
In fact, the examined channel is the skin which is totally different and more complex for the optical
signal in comparison with atmosphere. Thus, apart from non-zero boresight pointing errors which arise
from random movements between transmitter and receiver terminals, skin-induced attenuation that
experiences the information-bearing optical signal is now considered, while atmospheric turbulence
is obviously neglected. In short, although SIMO and L-PPM techniques have been also considered
in outdoor FSO communications, this is the first time that both techniques are applied this way
in the biomedical and transdermal communication systems where the requirements for very low
energy consumption and negligible biological effects must be fully met. Thus, motivated and inspired
by our previous works in outdoor FSO [2,4,46], in the current work we introduce, for the first
time ever, SIMO with L-PPM in an entirely different field of optical wireless communications—i.e.,
transdermal optical communications with medical implants—as an attempt to enhance the outage
probability of such systems. Thus, the scope of this work is to outbalance the negative side-effects
of this joint impact by introducing L-PPM SIMO TOW configurations. Therefore, an ABER analysis
is presented and novel closed-form mathematical expressions are derived for its estimation. In this
context, a performance comparison in terms of ABER between SISO and SIMO TOW configurations
with either OOK or L-PPM formats is performed, as an attempt to reveal possible significant ABER
performance enhancements and/ or IMD’s lower power consumption achievements that stem from the
selection of proper SIMO L-PPM TOW system configurations.
2. System Model
2.1. Signal Model
The TOW system under consideration consists of three fundamental components, i.e.,
the out-of-body unit, the skin channel and the M in-body unit(s). In this respect, the system
employs M direct TOW links, where the M optical signal’s copies pass through skin channel once.
The whole link appears in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Block diagram of the proposed TOW system.

It is assumed that that the external unit consists of a data capturing unit, followed by a digital
signal processing (DSP) unit. The former unit converts external stimulations into electrical signals,
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while the latter unit performs the processes of digitization and compression of the M data copies into
OOK, IM/DD, or L-PPM modulated signals. These signals are forwarded to the transmitter, which emits
M data copies of the same part of information towards the internal unit that consists, in turn, of the
corresponding receiver(s), DSP unit and the stimulation (STM) unit that eventually stimulates the
appropriate nerve. Thus, the internal DSP and STM units are responsible for generating the appropriate
stimulations [14,36–39]. In this context, the statistical channel model for the examined TOW system is
given as [39]
ym = ηm hm x + n,
(1)
where ym represents the m-th signal copy with m = 1, 2,..., M, ηm is the effective receiver’s photo-current
conversion ratio, x is the modulated signal, convey over the corresponding hm channel with additive
noise n that is modeled as a zero-mean complex Gaussian process with variance σ2 .
The m-th channel for the case of the transdermal link can be expressed as [36–39,58]
hm = hl,m hp,m ,

(2)

where hl,m stands for the deterministic channel coefficient due to the propagation losses of the m-th
channel though the skin and hp,m represents the corresponding stochastic process that models the
geometric spread due to the presence of pointing errors. The former deterministic term is expressed
as [36–39]


1
hl,m = exp − α(λm )δm ,
(3)
2
where δm is the total dermis thickness of the m-th channel and α(λm ) is the corresponding skin
attenuation coefficient in the corresponding operational wavelength λm . More specifically, the term
skin refers to the complex biological structure that consists of three basic layers, i.e., stratum corneum,
epidermis and dermis, with transmitter and receiver terminals being in contact with the epidermal
and the adipose side of skin [28]. Thus, their distance can be accurately approximated by skin’s
thickness while the parameter hl,m expresses the skin-induced attenuation of the propagated optical
signal through the m-th transdermal path. The wavelength dependent value of α(λm ), depends also on
the optical properties of the skin and for values between 400 nm and 1800 nm is obtained as [37–39]
α(λm ) =

8
X
i=1


! 
 λm − bi 2 
,
ai exp−

ci

(4)

where λm values are expressed in nm and the values of ai , bi and ci , with i = 1, 2..., 8, are given in the
following table as [37,38].
2.2. Generalized Pointing Errors Model with Non-Zero Boresight
Principally, pointing errors include the random beam offset and the fixed displacement between
the beam and detector—i.e., the jitter and the boresight component—respectively [41]. Hence, when a
Gaussian beam propagates through distance δm from the transmitter to a circular detector with aperture
radius rm , the fraction of the collected power at receiver can be approximated as [42]


 2R2m 
hp (Rm , δm ) ≈ A0,m exp− 2 ,
weq,m

Rm ≥ 0,

(5)

where weq,m represents the equivalent beam radius in the m-th receiver aperture which is given as
i1/2
h√
√
√
weq,m =
πerf(vm )w2δ,m /2vm exp(−v2m )
, with vm = πrm / 2wδ,m and erf (.) denotes the error
function [59], (8.250.1). Additionally, in TOW links the parameter wδ,m = δm tan(θm /2), stands for
the m-th beam waist on the receiver plane at distance δm from the transmitter [36–39], with θm being
the corresponding divergence angle. Furthermore, A0,m = erf2 (vm ) is the fraction of the collected
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power at rm = 0 [7,42]. Moreover, Rm is the radial displacement at the m-th receiver that is expressed
q
h
iT
→
→
as Rm = R m = R2x,m + R2y,m where R m = Rx,m , R y,m is the radial displacement vector with Rx,m ,
Ry,m , representing the displacements located along the horizontal and elevation axes at the detector
plane, respectively. These
as nonzero
mean Gaussian distributed random
 variables

 are considered

variables, i.e., Rx,m ∼ N µx,m , σ2x,m , R y,m ∼ N µ y,m , σ2y,m where µx,m , µy,m , denote their mean values
and σx,m , σy,m , the jitters for horizontal and elevation displacements, respectively [42]. Here, it should
be clearly outlined that the approximation in (5) is accurate enough for wδ,m /rm > 6, which is satisfied
in typical FSO systems.
Hence, a generalized statistical model which can accurately emulate the pointing errors effect
considering the beam width, the detector size, the different jitter for the elevation and the horizontal
displacements and the NZB error, is Beckmann’s model with the following probability density function
(PDF) [58],
Rm
fR,m (Rm ) = 2πσx,m
σ
#
" y,m
2
R2π
(6)
(R sin ϕm −µy )
(Rm cos ϕm −µx,m )2
−
dϕm ,
× exp −
2
2
2σx,m

0

2σ y

where ϕm stands for the transmit divergence angle, which denotes the increase in beam radius with
distance from the transmitter [42].
According to the analysis performed in [42], the Beckmann’s distribution in (6) can be accurately
approximated and simplified through the following modified Rayleigh distribution [42]
fR,m (Rm ) =

Rm
σ2mod,m



R2
exp− 2 m
2σ

mod,m



,


Rm ≥ 0,

(7)

where the modified jitter is expressed as [3,46]
σ2mod,m

1/3
 2 4
 3µx,m σx,m + 3µ2y,m σ4y,m + σ6x,m + σ6y,m 
 .

= 

2

(8)

Consequently, the PDF for hp,m is approximated as [3,46]
2

−ψ


ψ2m gm m ψ2m −1
fh hp,m =
hp,m , 0 ≤ hp,m ≤ gm A0,m ,
p,m
ψ2m
A0,m

(9)

where in each link it holds that ψm = weq,m /2σmod,m , with ψx,m = weq,m /2σx,m , ψ y,m = weq,m /2σ y,m
!
µ2y,m
µ2x,m
1
1
1
and gm = exp 2 − 2 − 2 − 2 2 − 2 2 [39,41,46,58]. Here, it becomes evident that the
ψm

2ψx,m

2ψ y,m

2σx,m ψx,m

2σ y,m ψ y,m

impact of pointing errors effect is getting stronger as the value of ψm parameter decreases. Conversely,
for very large values of ψm , pointing errors effect can be considered as a negligible one. Moreover,
considering independent identical zero mean Gaussian distributions for both elevation and horizontal
displacement with gm = 1, µ2x,m = 0, µ2y,m = 0, σ2x,m = σ2y,m = σ2s , the generalized PDF for
pointing errors with NZB in (9), can be simplified to the one for zero boresight misalignments presented
in [7].
2.3. Joint Impact of Skin-Induced Attenuation and NZB Pointing Errors
Once we obtained the expressions for skin-induced attenuation through the parameter hl,m in
(3) and misalignment induced fading with NZB the through the parameter hp,m in (9) respectively,
we can now estimate their combined impact through their product in (2), i.e., through the parameter
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hm . Indeed, since the parameter hl,m is a deterministic one, by both using (2), (3), and (9) and applying
a random variable (RV) transformation [60], the joint PDF of the random variable hm is obtained as
ψ2m
ψ2 −1 −ψ2
hl,mm hm m .
fh ( hm ) = 
2

m
ψm
A0,m gm

(10)

Additionally, based on (1)–(3) the instantaneous electrical SNR, γ, is given as [39]
γm =

eS
η2m exp(−α(λm )δm )h2p,m P
N0

,

(11)

eS and N0 rerpresent the signal and noise optical power spectral density (PSD), respectively.
where P
R∞
Since E[hm ] = hm fhm (hm )dhm , by using (10), the average electrical SNR in the case of TOW links
0

with NZB errors is obtained as [37]
µm =

eS
eS
η2m ψ2m A20,m g2m exp(−α(λm )δm )P
η2m E2 [hm ]P


=
,
N0
ψ2 + 2 N0

(12)

m

while for the zero boresight scenario, the expected electrical SNR, µm,zero , is given by setting in (12) that
gm = 1, while also it holds that µ2x,m = 0, µ2y,m = 0, σ2x,m = σ2y,m = σ2s .
More precisely, for SIMO spatial diversity FSO systems the nonzero-boresight electrical SNR
could be considered as equal to the zero-boresight scenario only for the simplified SISO configuration,
where M = 1, i.e., µ1 = µ1,zero = µ. This denotes that the positioning of the laser is assumed to
be performed in regard to the corresponding photodetector and thus only zero-boresight pointing
errors are addressed. On the contrary, when M > 1, the boresight is equal zero only to one branch,
while the others should also deal with nonzero boresight components. Indeed, the laser cannot be
simultaneously strictly aligned with all the additional photodiodes as effectively as with the initial
one. Hence, NZB pointing errors are emerged for the rest receiver apertures, where lower amount
of optical power arrives at their side. Thus, the nonzero boresight consideration through (12) brings
about lower electrical SNR values, i.e., µ1 < µ1,zero for 1 < m ≤ M [2]. Consequently, it becomes evident
from the above that by estimating the expected value of hm , we conclude that the average electrical
SNR in the case of TOW links depends strongly on pointing errors effect with or without non-zero
boresight components. As we will more clearly see below, this is a very important outcome for the
outage performance estimation as a function of the average SNR for a TOW link with pointing errors.
3. ABER Analysis of the SISO TOW Link
The BER is a critical metric for the availability and performance estimation of each communication
system, such as TOW links. Nevertheless, the BER is estimated through the instantaneous electrical
SNR at the receiver, γm , which experiences random fluctuations, and thus, the BER metric obtains
random values as well. Thus, in order to draw more accurate conclusions for the system performance
in practice we need to estimate the ABER metric. Consequently, in this section we first investigate the
ABER for an IM/DD SISO TOW link with OOK, and then, we expand this work for an IM/DD SIMO
TOW system with OOK and L-PPM formats with optimal combining (OC) [2,51].
3.1. SISO TOW Link with IM/DD OOK
The OOK scheme is the most widely used modulation format for FSO communication systems,
mainly due to its simplicity, ease in installation, simple receiver design, bandwidth efficiency, low cost,
and immunity to the innate nonlinear ties of the laser and the external modulator [57,61]. However,
when OOK is employed through a transmission medium of varying characteristics, in order to
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optimally operate, the knowledge of an adaptive threshold for each specific channel state is necessarily
required [2].
Assuming an IM/DD TOW SISO link with OOK, errors may be occurred at the receiver in determining
the actual symbols transmitted, because of the presence of AWGN [2]. Thus, the instantaneous BER is
estimated through the following expression [47,50,52]
Pe = p(0)P(e|0 ) + p(1)P(e|1 ),

(13)

where p(0) and p(1) are the probabilities of transmitting the bits “0” and “1” respectively, while P(e|0 )
and P(e|1 ) are their corresponding conditional bit-error probabilities [47,62]. Without loss of generality,
assuming that p(0) = p(1) = 1/2 and P(e|0 ) = P(e|1 ), and assuming m = 1, because SISO link is
eS = 1 mw/MHz, the BER is given as [47,50,52]
considered, and P
!
!
!
ηh
ηh
ηh
1
=P n<−
= erfc √
,
Pe (h) = P(e|0, h ) = P(e|1, h ) = P n >
2
2
2
2 N0

(14)

where erfc(.) stands for the complementary error function [59], (8.250.4). By averaging (14) over h,
the ABER, Pe,av , is obtained as [47,52]
Z

∞

Pe,av =
0

Pe (h) fh (h)dh.

(15)

Thus, by substituting (10) into (15) we get
POOK
e,av

ψ2 −1 Z ∞

2
1 ψ hl
=
2 ( A g ) ψ2
0

0

er f c

!
ηh
2
h−ψ dh,
√
2 N0

(16)



R∞
and by using then 0 tz−1 er f c(t) dt = √1πz Γ z+2 1 ,Re(z) > 0 [63], (06.2721.0132.01), we get after some
calculations the following ABER expression for the IM/DD OOK TOW link, by taking into account the
skin-induced attenuation and NZB pointing errors

POOK
e,av

ψ2 −1

!
!ψ2 −1
ψ2 exp − 12 α(λ)δ
2 − ψ2
η
= √
.
Γ
√
2
2
2 π(1 − ψ2 )(A0 g)ψ 2 N0

(17)

Furthermore, by substituting (12) into (17) we can alternatively express the ABER as a function of
the average electrical SNR, µ
ψ2

POOK
e,av =

h 
i ψ2 −1  2−ψ2 
2
µ ψ +2 2 Γ 2
2

2
2ψ

  ψ −1
√ ψ2 −1
2
es 2
(1 − ψ2 )(A0 g)2ψ −1 P
πψ

.

(18)

3.2. SISO TOW Link with IM/DD L-PPM
The PPM modulation format is more power effective than OOK, but at the expense of an increased
bandwidth requirement and higher complexity. Additionally, PPM eliminates the requirement of OOK
for a decision threshold dependent on the input power [2,57]. In L-PPM, each word of N bits is mapped
into one of the L = 2N symbols and transmitted through the channel, while each L-PPM symbol has
the form of a pulse transmitted in one of the L = 2N consecutive time slots with duration Ts = NTb /L,
where Tb is the bit duration, with the remaining slots being empty. Information is encoded within the
position of a pulse of constant power along with (N-1) empty slots, while the position of the pulse
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corresponds to the decimal values of the N–bit input data [64]. Assuming a SISO L-PPM TOW link we
can omit, for the sake of brevity, the index m, and thus, the BER as a function of h, can be defined as [56]
s

 η2 h2

1


L−PPM
(h) = erfc
Pe
L log2 L.
 8N0

2

(19)

Next, in order to estimate the ABER of the TOW link with the L-PPM scheme under the joint
impact of skin-induced attenuation and NZB pointing errors, we average (19) over h. After substituting
(10) and (19) into (15), we get

PL−PPM
e,av

ψ2 −1  p

ψ2 −1
!
ψ2 exp − 12 α(λ)δ
 η L log2 L 
2 − ψ2

 √
Γ
= √
.

2 
2
8N0
2 π(1 − ψ2 )(A0 g)ψ

(20)

Alternatively, by substituting (12) into (20), the latter can be expressed as a function of the average
electrical SNR, µ
! ψ2 −1
h 
i ψ2 −1 √L log L 2  2−ψ2 
2
2
ψ2 µ ψ2 + 2
Γ 2
8
L−PPM
Pe,av
=
.
(21)
 ψ2 −1
√ ψ2 −1
2
ψ
2
es
(1 − ψ2 )(A0 g) P
2 πψ
4. ABER for SIMO TOW Systems with Receivers’ Diversity
In this Section, we investigate spatial, time or wavelength diversity implementations, in terms
of a SIMO optical communication system. In this context, it is assumed that the transmitter emits M
copies of the same part of the information signal towards M receivers for the case of spatial diversity
configuration or in M different time moments at the same receiver, for the time diversity case [4].
However, in time diversity system, since the transmitter is emitting M copies of the same signal in
M different moments and the channel characteristics randomly change over time, each propagating
copy addresses different channel characteristics. Consequently, M different virtual propagation paths
(or receivers) can be considered and thus, this time diversity system can be also emulated as a SIMO
one. In reality, each copy arrives at the receiver and remains at the buffer of the system until all the M
copies been received. Thus, each copy of the information signal propagates through the same path but
with different channel’s characteristics, while the total information signal at the receiver buffer consists
of M different versions of the same initial signal [4,52]. Finally, in wavelength diversity a composite
transmitter simultaneously emits M copies of the same part of the information signal at M different
optical wavelengths towards M corresponding receivers [51].
4.1. SIMO TOW System with IM/DD OOK
The optimum decision metric for a SIMO TOW link with IM/DD OOK is obtained as [47,50]
on

→
 > →

P y |on, hm < P y o f f , hm ,

(22)

of f

→

where y = [ y1 , y2 , . . . , yM ] is the vector signal that describes the corresponding emissions m = 1, 2, . . . M,
in different receivers or in different time slots the M copies of the signal. Recall that considering
OOK the condition ‘on’ refers to presence of light at the receiver’s side, i.e., to the transmission
of bit ‘1’, while the condition ‘off’ corresponds to light’s absence, i.e., to the transmission of bit
‘0’, respectively. Additionally, one of the most significant schemes for the signal reception is the
OC [47,50,52]. Considering OC diversity with M branches at the receiver, aperture area of each
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detector is M times smaller than the area of detector when there is no diversity implementation. Thus,
as a consequence of the background radiation noise, the variance of the noise in each detector at
receiver is M times smaller than the noise variance of the system without diversity implementation,
i.e., σ2m,n = σ2n /M = N0 /(2M). Here, the ABER is given as [50]


s


M
P


2
fh (h) Q √ 1
)
(
η
h
dh ,
m
m
 2MN0 m=1


Z
POOK
e,av,M =

h

(23)

where h = [h1 , h2 , . . . , hM ] is the vector of the TOW channel state for each one the M copies of the signal.
In order to estimate the multiple integral in (23) we initially substitute the approximation of [65] for
−x2 /2

−2x2 /3

+3e
the Q-function, Q(x) ≈ e
, into (23). Note that it practically holds that 0.5 ≤ ηm ≤ 0.9.
12
Additionally, the parameter hm obtains non-negative values, i.e., 0 ≤ hm ≤ 1, with h = hl hp .
Specifically considering that for the optical medical window 700 nm ≤ λm ≤ 1300 nm and that
2 mm ≤ δm ≤ 8 mm for typical TOW links, by using (3), (4), and Table 1 we get that 0.0003 ≤ hl,m ≤ 0.23,
while also from (9), 0 ≤ hp,m ≤ gm A0,m , i.e., 0 ≤ hp,m ≤ 1. Moreover, it practically holds that 1 ≤ M ≤ 5 and

√ 2
that N0 = 1.3 pA/ Hz . Under these parameter values, this approximation for the Q-function is
valid. Therefore, the obtained multiple integral can be estimated through the following multiplication
of single integrals [66]

1 Y
≈
12
M

POOK
e,av,M

Z∞

m=1 0

!
!
M Z∞
η2m h2m
η2m h2m
1Y
f (hm )dhm +
f (hm )dhm .
exp −
exp −
4MN0 hm
4
3MN0 hm

(24)

m=1 0

Next, by substituting (10) into (24) we get
POOK
e,av,M

≈

ψ2 −1
 2 2 
M R∞
hl,mm ψ2m Q
ηm hm
−ψ2m
1
exp
− 4MN
h
m dhm
ψ2
12 
0
A0,m gm m m=1 0

+ 14

Thus, by using

R∞

2

xn e−zx dx =

ψ2 −1 2
ψm

ψ2
A0,m gm m

Γ[(n+1)/2]
2z

0

M R∞
Q

hl,mm

n+1
2

m=1 0

 2 2 
ηm hm
−ψ2
exp − 3MN
hm m (hm )dhm
0

(25)

, n > −1, z > 0 [59], and by substituting (3) in (25), the ABER

of a IM/DD OOK SIMO TOW system with OC under both skin-induced attenuation and NZB pointing
errors conditions, is estimated as
POOK
e,av,M

≈

1
12

+ 41

M
Q

2

ψ2m exp(−α(λm )δm /2)ψm −1 Γ[(1−ψ2m )/2]

m=1
M
Q

2(η2m /4MN0 )

1−ψ2
m
2


ψ2
A0,m gm m

2

ψ2m exp(−α(λm )δm /2)ψm −1 Γ[(1−ψ2m )/2]

m=1

2(η2m /3MN0 )

1−ψ2
m
2

(26)


ψ2
A0,m gm m

Alternatively, by substituting (12) into (26) we get the latter as a function of the average electrical
SNR, µm
POOK
e,av,M

≈

1
12

+ 41

M
Q
m=1

M
Q
m=1


3−ψ2
m

ψm

A0,m gm

1−2ψ2

m

(4PeS M)

2[µm (ψ2m +2)]
1−2ψ2
3−ψ2 
m
ψm m A0,m gm

(3PeS M)

2[µm (ψ2m +2)]

1−ψ2
m
2

Γ[(1−ψ2m )/2]

1−ψ2
m
2
1−ψ2
m
2

1−ψ2
m
2

(27)
Γ[(

1−ψ2m

)/2]
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Table 1. Parameter ai , bi and ci values.
i

ai

bi

ci

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

10
4.5
13.48
14.7
7.435
48
594.1
11.47

0.35
0.42
−1.5
1442
1499
3322
−183
−618.5

0.065
0.25
50.12
49.35
75.88
1033
285.9
1054

4.2. SIMO TOW System with IM/DD L-PPM
Considering (19) for the M copies of the optical signal with L-PPM and OC, the ABER of the total
SIMO TOW system can be expressed as
s

 L log L P

M


2
fh (h) Q 4MN2
)
(
η
h
dh ,
m
m
0


m=1

Z
PL−PPM
e,av,M =

h

(28)

Next, by using the accurate enough approximation of [65] for the Q-function, Q(x) ≈
into (28) the latter gives
PL−PPM
e,av,M

≈

L
24

+ L8

Thus, by using

R∞

M R∞
Q
m=1 0
M R∞

Q

m=1 0

2z

0

n+1
2

2 /2

+3e−2x
12

2 /3

,

(29)


 2 2
η hm L log2 L
fhm (hm )dhm .
exp − m 6MN
0

Γ[(n+1)/2]

2

xn e−zx dx =


 2 2
ηm hm L log2 L
fhm (hm )dhm
exp − 8MN0

e−x

, n > −1, z > 0 [59], and by substituting (3) in (29),

the following ABER expression is derived for a IM/DD L-PPM SIMO TOW system with OC, under the
joint impact of both skin-induced attenuation and NZB pointing errors
PL−PPM
e,av,M

≈

L
24

+ L8

2

M
Q

ψ2m exp(−α(λm )δm /2)ψm −1 Γ[(1−ψ2m )/2]

m=1

2(η2m L log2 L/8MN0 )

1−ψ2
m
2


ψ2
A0,m gm m

(30)

2

M
Q

ψ2m exp(−α(λm )δm /2)ψm −1 Γ[(1−ψ2m )/2]

m=1

2(

η2m L log2 L/6MN0

)

1−ψ2
m
2


ψ2
A0,m gm m

.

Additionally, by substituting (12) into (30) we obtain the latter expression as a function of the
average electrical SNR, µm

PL−PPM
e,av,M

≈

1
12

+ 14


3−ψ2
m A

M
Q

ψm

m=1
M
Q

m=1

g
0,m m

1−2ψ2

m

(8PeS M)

1−ψ2
m
2

2[µm (ψ2m +2)L log2 L]

1−2ψ2
3−ψ2 
m
ψm m A0,m gm

(6PeS M)

1−ψ2
m
2

1−ψ2
m
2

2[µm (ψ2m +2)L log2 L]

Γ[(1−ψ2m )/2]

(31)
Γ[(

1−ψ2
m
2

1−ψ2m

)/2]

.

5. Numerical Results
In this section, by using the closed-form expressions derived above (18), (21), (26), (27), (30),
(31), we present, over a wide range of average electrical SNR, performance results by means of the
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ABER metric for both SISO and SIMO TOW configurations than may employ either OOK or L-PPM
modulation formats. In all investigated cases, the joint impact of both skin-induced attenuation
and pointing errors effects are considered. Note that without loss of generality we focus on spatial
diversity, i.e., the examined TOW system may support SIMO configurations where the transmitter
simultaneously emits the same part of information to more than one spatially separated receiver
apertures. Thus, each detector receives independent information-bearing optical signals. Specifically,
when multiple receivers are assumed, i.e., M > 1, the NZB component is also taken into account. In fact
the examined system may employ from M = 1 to M = 3 TOW links of a typical skin thickness of
δ = 8 mm, while the operational wavelength of the system is fixed at λ = 850 nm. For each receiver

√ 
eS = 1 mw/MHz and N0 = 1.3 pA/ Hz 2 .
aperture, it is assumed that ηm = 0.8, rm = 0.5 mm, θm = 30o , P
Thus, concerning pointing errors effects it holds that wδ,m /rm > 6 which indicates that approximation
in (5) is valid. Additionally, for M = 1, due to most precise positioning,
 the parameter ψ1 should obtain
its maximal value, i.e., ψ1 = 0.35 for wδ /r, µx /r, µ y /r, σx /r, σ y /r = (9.2, 20, 10, 9, 9) in comparison
with SIMO configurations. Indeed, for M > 1, due to the spacing between photodetectors, we assume
also stronger or even stronger non-zero
boresight pointing errors effects, i.e., ψ2 , ψ3 = 0.29 or 0.25,


for wδ /r, µx /r, µ y /r, σx /r, σ y /r = (9.2, 20, 10, 12, 10) or (9.2, 20, 10, 15, 10) , respectively. Note that
parameter
values of Table 1 for ai , bi , and ci ,
by substituting
,
,850 nm
, for, λm and the
9.2,corresponding
20,10,12,10
9.2,
20,10,15,10
we obtain from (4) that for the examined cases it holds that α(λm ) = 1.8. Additionally, in all cases that
λ
we present below, the numerically evaluated results from the above derived closed form mathematical
αλ
expressions, are accompanied by the corresponding ones obtained with Monte Carlo simulations with
2 × 107 samples.
As is the case of terrestrial FSO in [2,46] results in Figure 2 are now obtained for the examined
TOW with OOK system by using the corresponding (26) and (27) expressions. Figure 2 illustrates the
ABER evolution for the TOW system that employs both SISO and SIMO configurations with OOK over
a wide range of average electrical SNR, along with different amounts of NZB misalignment-induced
fading. Significant ABER degradations are demonstrated when NZB pointing errors areΝΖΒ
getting
stronger. However, very important ABER performance improvements are depicted via the use of SIMO
configurations, especially for larger number of receivers. Thus, the beneficial impact of the use of
multiple receivers in terms of total TOW ABER performance is highlighted. Indeed, through diversity,
for instance in space, the quality of the received signal is enhanced by achieving a lower ABER value
for the same average electrical SNR value. Recall that higher average BER values translate into more
erroneous bits arriving at the receiver’s side, which aggravates the detection capability, and thus
degrades the quality of the received signal.

Figure 2. ABER versus electrical SNR for SISO and SIMO TOW system configurations with OOK and
various NZB pointing errors conditions.

As is the case of terrestrial FSO in [2,46] results in Figure 3 are now obtained for the examined
TOW with 4-PPM system by using the corresponding (26) and (27), (30), and (31) expressions. Figure 3
Τ
ΟΟΚ
ΝΖΒ
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illustrates the corresponding to Figure 2 ABER evolution, but under the assumption that TOW employs
4-PPM modulation format instead of OOK. The ABER performance comparison between results of
Figures 2 and 3 illustrates that decreased corresponding ABER values are obtained by using 4-PPM
instead of OOK. Thus, it is proved that PPM modulation format can be used as an effective solution to
address more drastically than OOK the ABER performance degradation of TOW links due to the joint
impact of skin-induced attenuation and NZB pointing errors.

Figure 3. ABER versus electrical SNR for SISO and SIMO TOW system configurations with 4-PPM and
various NZB pointing errors conditions.

As is the case of terrestrial FSO in [2,46] results in Figure 4 are now obtained for the examined
TOW with 8-PPM system by using the corresponding (26) and (27), (30) and (31) expressions. Figure 4
illustrates, in turn, the corresponding to Figure 3 ABER evolution, but assuming that TOW system
employs 8-PPM modulation format instead of 4-PPM. It is highlighted that TOW system outperforms
when IM/DD with PPM scheme based on greater number of time slots is employed. Although greater
time slots PPM ensures more power efficiency than lower one, as well as OOK, this happens at the
expense of both an increased bandwidth and a more complex system’s design. Indeed, when 4-PPM
format is employed the laser is ‘on’ during a specific quarter of the 4-PPM bit interval (slot) and ‘off’
during the rest bit intervals (slots). Thus, the detection is a more complex procedure than that for OOK,
while also the lower power consumption at the expense of the increased bandwidth requirement stems
from the fact that a 4-PPM symbol consists of a pulse of constant power where information occupies
one slot duration within four possible time slots with the rest of the slots being empty.

Figure 4. ABER versus electrical SNR for SISO and SIMO TOW system configurations with 8-PPM and
various NZB pointing errors conditions.
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6. Conclusions
In this work, it has been investigated the joint impact of skin-induced attenuation along with
NZB pointing errors, on the outage performance of TOW communication system with or without
receivers diversity—i.e., SISO or SIMO TOW links—using IM/DD with either OOK or L-PPM formats
and OC method at the receiver(s) side. Under these circumstances novel closed-form expressions for
the ABER of the TOW system have been derived. Using extracted expressions, we presented proper
numerical results, validated by simulations, which reveal that the combined use of receivers’ diversity
along with L-PPM modulation formats can significantly improve the ABER performance of typical
TOW links. In this context, greater ABER performance enhancements can be obtained by increasing
both the number of apertures at the receiver along with the complexity of L-PPM modulation formats.
Thus, the proposed analysis is a useful tool to outbalance the major factors that have a negative
impact on TOW development and design more effective TOW systems of higher availability and
ABER performance.
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